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Editorial
Diabetes is not just hyperglycemia. Especially Type II DM is a
multidimensional and multi-systemic disorder. Anxiety, chronic
stress and depression are byproducts of DM. These psychological
conditions are associated with premature morbidity and mortality.
When anxiety, depression and chronic stress co-exist with diabetes,
management of patient becomes difficult and multi-factorial because
of risk of developing co-morbidities, complications and associated cost
multiplies [1].
Music has been used for centuries to promote relaxation and
alleviate anxiety and pain. Music is older than mankind and it has its
presence in every religion and divine books. There is special mention
of music as a method of healing in Vedas [2]. In modern medicine
music has been used as a therapy in 1800s. In 1990, That proposed that
music stimuli have biological effects on human behavior by engaging
specific brain functions involved in memory, learning, and multiple
motivational and emotional states [3]. Music affects right cerebral
hemisphere whereas left brain plays as an analyzer by interpretation
of musical effects. Music is an auditory perception with its deep
effects in brain as it affects central auditory center in temporal lobe
which then recruits and signals thalamus, midbrain, pons, amygdale
and hypothalamus [4]. Weeks 1991 elucidated that music therapy is a
powerful tool especially for treatment of anxiety, pain and depression
but its mechanisms are unclear or not well researched. However there is
a plethora of research published in last decade which has brought music
therapy to evidence based intervention [5].
Music promotes healing and is reflected by a balanced state of
mind, body, and spirit. Commonly accepted theory of efficacy of music

medicine in pain, anxiety, stress and depression due to any pathological
condition either physical or psychological, music acts as a distracter
which diverts patients attention to pleasant and encouraging musical
stimulus by pushing subjects’ attention away from the trap of negative
vicious circle of heightened sympathetic arousal. Definitely, music
works through complex psycho-neuro-endocrine mechanisms by
positively affecting the brain and thereby inducing relaxation. Music
therapy is a powerful non-pharmacologic intervention that has been
shown to be effective promoting relaxation and reducing anxiety in
patients with cardiopulmonary, metabolic, psychiatric, neurologic and
endocrine disorders. This therapy has not been well researched in Type
II DM, the demon of 21st century, but published literature do show a
promising alternate adjunct therapy to control co-morbid factors in
diabetes like anxiety, depression, poor motivation to exercise and
therefore achievement of optimal glycemic control.
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